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The Confession 

Burton, Jessie 

Picador UK 

One winter's afternoon on Hampstead Heath in 1980, Elise Morceau meets Constance Holden 

and quickly falls under her spell. Connie is bold and alluring, a successful writer whose novel is 

being turned into a major Hollywood film. Elise follows Connie to LA, a city of strange dreams 

and swimming pools and late-night gatherings of glamorous people. But whilst Connie thrives 

on the heat and electricity of this new world where everyone is reaching for the stars and no 

one is telling the truth, Elise finds herself floundering. When she overhears a conversation at a 

party that turns everything on its head, Elise makes an impulsive decision that will change her 

life forever. Three decades later, Rose Simmons is seeking answers about her mother, who disappeared when she 

was a baby. Having learned that the last person to see her was Constance Holden, a reclusive novelist who withdrew 

from public life at the peak of her fame, Rose is drawn to the door of Connie's imposing house in search of a 

confession . . .   

RAN BUR 1022407089 

 

A Single Thread 

Chevalier, Tracy 

The Borough Press 

 

RAN CHE 1022411089 

 

 
 

 
 



 

The Boy From the Woods 

Coben, Harlan 

Arrow 

Thirty years ago, a child was found in the New Jersey backwoods. He had been living a feral 

existence, with no memory of how he got there or even who he is. Everyone just calls him 

Wilde. Now a former soldier and security expert, he lives off the grid, shunned by the 

community - until they need him. A child has gone missing. With her family suspecting she's just 

playing a disappearing game, nobody seems concerned except for criminal attorney Hester 

Crimstein. She contacts Wilde, asking him to use his unique skills to find the girl.   But even he 

can find no trace of her. One day passes, then a second, then a third.   On the fourth, a human 

finger shows up in the mail.   And now Wilde knows this is no game. It's a race against time to 

save the girl's life - and expose the town's dark trove of secrets...  

RAN COB 1022419089 

 

The Night Fire 

Connelly, Michael 

Orion 

RAN CON 1022410089 

 

The Porpoise 

Haddon, Mark 

Vintage UK 

A motherless girl grows up in isolated luxury, hidden from the world by her wealthy father. She 

believes their life together is normal - but as time passes, she has a growing sense that 

something between them is very wrong.  She cannot escape, so she seeks solace in her books. 

Her favourite tales are those that conjure ancient worlds  of angry gods and heroic mortals, one 

of whom will some day come to her rescue. Soon, she will forget where the page ends and her 

mind begins; 

RAN HAD 1022418089 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

Expectation 

Hope, Anna 

Black Swan 

What happened to the women we were supposed to become?  Hannah, Cate and Lissa are 

young, vibrant and inseparable. Living on the edge of a common in East London, their shared 

world is ablaze with art and activism, romance and revelry and the promise of everything to 

come. They are electric. They are the best of friends. Ten years on, they are not where they 

hoped to be. Amidst flailing careers and faltering marriages, each hungers for what the others 

have. And each wrestles with the same question: what does it take to lead a meaningful life? 

RAN HOP 1022417089 

 

Agent Runing in the Field 

Le Carré, John 

Penguin Books UK 

Nat, a 47 year-old veteran of Britain's Secret Intelligence Service, believes his years as an agent 

runner are over. He is back in London with his wife, the long-suffering Prue. But with the 

growing threat from Moscow Centre, the office has one more job for him. Nat is to take over 

The Haven, a defunct substation of London General with a rag-tag band of spies. The only bright 

light on the team is young Florence, who has her eye on Russia Department and a Ukrainian 

oligarch with a finger in the Russia pie.  Nat is not only a spy, he is a passionate badminton 

player. His regular Monday evening opponent is half his age- the introspective and solitary Ed. 

Ed hates Brexit, hates Trump and hates his job at some soulless media agency. And it is Ed, of all 

unlikely people, who will take Prue, Florence and Nat himself down the path of political anger that will ensnare them 

all. Agent Running in the Field is a chilling portrait of our time, now heartbreaking, now darkly humorous, told to us 

with unflagging tension by the greatest chronicler of our age. 

RAN LEC 1022420089 

 

Trace Elements : 29 

Leon, Donna 

Arrow 

When Dottoressa Donato calls the Questura to report that a dying patient at the hospice 

Fatebenefratelli wants to speak to the police, Commissario Guido Brunetti and his colleague, 

Claudia Griffoni, waste no time in responding.  ''They killed him. It was bad money. I told him 

no'', Benedetta Toso gasps the words about her recently-deceased husband, Vittorio Fadalto.  

Even though he is not sure she can hear him Brunetti softly promises he and Griffoni will look 

into what initially appears to be a private family tragedy. They discover that Fadalto worked in 

the field collecting samples of contamination for a company that measures the cleanliness of 

Venice's water supply and that he had died in a mysterious motorcycle accident. Distracted 

briefly by Vice Questore Patta's obsession with youth crime in Venice, Brunetti is bolstered once more by the 

remarkable research skills of Patta''s secretary, Signora Elettra Zorzi. Piecing together the tangled threads, in time 

Brunetti comes to realize the perilous meaning in the woman's accusation and the threat it reveals to the health of 

the entire region.  

RAN LEO 1022408089 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

The Giver of Stars 

Moyes, Jojo 

Penguin Books UK 

RAN MOY 1022414089 

 

 

Where the Crawdads Sing 

Owens, Delia 

Corsair 

For years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North 

Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals 

immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive 

and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding 

friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be 

touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya 

opens herself to a new life until the unthinkable happens. 

RAN OWE 1022413089 

 

 

Et des titres en langue allemande et turque: 

 

-Winterkartoffelknödel/Rita Falk/DTV 

RD FAL 1023264089 

 

 

-Wintergäste/Sybil Volks/DTV 

RD VOL 1023271089 

 

 

-Immerwahr/Sabine Friedrich/DTV 

RD FRI 1023268089 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 

-Schnee ist auch nur hübschgemachtes Wasser/Dora Heldt/DTV 

RD HEL 1023269089 

 

 

-Das Bücherzimmer/Rosemarie Marschner/DTV 

RD MAR 1023275089 

 

 

-Bir hayat bir hayata deger/Ahmet Altan/Everest Yayinlari 

RTU ALT 1023278089 

 

 

-Aylak Adam/Yusuf Atilgan/CAN 

RTU ATI 1023279089 

 

 

-Kendine iyi bak/Arda Erel/Inkilap 

RTU ERE 1023277089 

 

 

-Daha/Hakan Günday/Dogankitap 

RTU GUN 1023276089 

 

 

-Semspare/Elif Safak/Dogankitap 

RTU SAF 1023280089 
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